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transitions, or sociotechnical change.  With an eye for theoretical synthesis, this study asks:  

What do three particular epistemic communities—those concerning innovation, practices, and 

justice—say about energy transitions? What does this literature reveal about the injustices 

and inequalities of energy transitions? Finally, what can we learn by integrating aspects of 

this literature?  The study answers these questions by drawing from responsible research and 

innovation, social practice theory, and energy justice approaches. Essentially the first is about 

the design of technology, the second how it is used, the third the broader societal and global 

implications. Taken together, the study offers an integrative framework capable of analyzing 

transitions from their “cradle” of design to their “life” of use to their “grave” of aftereffects. 

It explores the extent to which the three perspectives can be integrated into a meta-theoretical 

framework. This integrative framework is then applied to four diverse case studies: French 

nuclear power, Greek wind energy, Papua New Guinean solar energy, and Estonian oil shale. 
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Energy transitions from the cradle to the grave: A meta-theoretical framework 

integrating responsible innovation, social practices, and energy justice 

 

Abstract: An almost inexhaustible number of conceptual approaches have arisen in the past 

few decades to seek to explain the interlinked phenomena of energy transitions, low-carbon 

transitions, or sociotechnical change.  With an eye for theoretical synthesis, this study asks:  

What do three particular epistemic communities—those concerning innovation, practices, and 

justice—say about energy transitions? What does this literature reveal about the injustices 

and inequalities of energy transitions? Finally, what can we learn by integrating aspects of 

this literature?  The study answers these questions by drawing from responsible research and 

innovation, social practice theory, and energy justice approaches. Essentially the first is about 

the design of technology, the second how it is used, the third the broader societal and global 

implications. Taken together, the study offers an integrative framework capable of analyzing 

transitions from their “cradle” of design to their “life” of use to their “grave” of aftereffects. 

It explores the extent to which the three perspectives can be integrated into a meta-theoretical 

framework. This integrative framework is then applied to four diverse case studies: French 

nuclear power, Greek wind energy, Papua New Guinean solar energy, and Estonian oil shale. 

 

1. Introduction  

 

Even before the global Covid-19 pandemic, concern was growing that global society 

is on a trajectory away from climate stability, social justice and environmental sustainability.  

Writing more than 25 years ago, Norgaard (1994) provocatively wrote that the entire modern 

project of Enlightenment is being called into question due to its fallacious presumptions of 

universal human values and the dangerous idea of progress via human control of natural 

systems by technology. Instead of fulfilling aspirations, Norgaard and others writing at the 

time (e.g., Beck 1995) argued that modernity through science and technology has instead led 

to new risks that are systemic and resistant to elimination. The risks include extreme 

environmental degradation, population growth, land-use expansion, widespread poverty, 

social injustice, and cultural destruction.  

Because energy transitions are embedded in wider political, social and economic 

contexts, they have the potential to worsen this pernicious collection of wicked problems by 

either exacerbating existing inequalities or introducing new vulnerabilities (Sovacool et al. 

2021).  Even solutions to the problems of fossil-fuel extraction, such as renewable energy or 

biofuels, can have their own problems, which include effects on local resources and 

landscapes (Bridge et al. 2013), patterns of poverty and rural development (Bouzarovski and 

Simcock 2017), lack of democratic accountability and participation (Fuller and McCauley 

2016), and even direct costs and economic losses (McLaren 2012).  
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Accompanying these ponderous and weighty concerns has been a rise in conceptual 

approaches dealing with energy transitions within the academy itself. For example, Sovacool 

and Hess (2017) created an inventory of 96 different theories capable of studying energy 

transitions and sociotechnical change, many of which attempted to look at issues of justice, 

sustainability, and ethical values. In their research agenda for the field of sustainability 

transitions, Köhler et al. (2019) depicted nine different themes of research worth exploring, 

“understanding transitions” being one of them alongside “transitions in everyday life” and 

even “the ethical aspects of transitions.” Moreover, the sustainability transitions research 

field includes a range of theoretical frameworks, such as the multilevel perspective, 

institutional theory, technological innovation systems, field theory, and political economy 

(ibid.). Likewise, Geels et al. (2018) described no less than 13 separate academic debates 

over the narrower topic of reducing energy demand.  

Within this cornucopia of conceptual thinking, researchers may become lost trying to 

determine which conceptual approaches are best suited for their understanding of energy 

transitions. Moreover, many studies within the energy and climate domain remain empirical, 

presenting novel data but lacking any overarching conceptual framework. Or, if they do 

advance some sort of theory, they promote “theoretical monogamy” and deploy only one 

framework (Sovacool and Hess 2017)—even if that framework has flaws or weak 

explanatory power.  Early career researchers or those new to the field may only cement such 

dogmatism if they come to be trained (and thus socialized) by theoretical monogamists.  

Many theories within the broader field of sociotechnical transitions anchor their analysis on a 

single dimension of analysis: agency, or the “micro” role of actors; meaning, or the “meso” 

attributes of discourses, visions, and narratives; and structures, or the “macro” role of system 

level constraints.  Only rarely do theories promote a multi-scalar or multidimensional view 

that transcends the agency-structure-meaning divide.   

With an eye for theoretical synthesis across these dimensions, making sense out of 

disorder, and challenging conceptual dogmatism, this study asks three questions: What do 

three particular epistemic communities—those concerning innovation, practices, and 

justice—say about energy transitions? What does this literature reveal about the injustices 

and inequalities of energy transitions? Finally, what can we learn by integrating aspects of 

this literature?   

In answering these questions, the study proceeds as follows. It describes its 

conceptual approach and research design followed by a summary of three epistemic 

communities relevant to understanding transitions: responsible research and innovation, 
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social practice theory, and energy justice. Essentially the first is about the design of 

technology; the second how it is used; and the third the impacts its use have on others, the 

environment, or society at large.  The study then explores the extent to which the three 

perspectives can be integrated into a meta-theoretical framework.  This framework is then 

applied to four diverse case studies: French nuclear power, Greek wind energy, Papua New 

Guinean solar energy, and Estonian oil shale. 

For those concerned with theory, our integrative framework is notably distinct from 

the multi-level perspective (Geels 2002) and other institutional theory frameworks that have 

come to characterize sustainability transitions studies, and which emphasize the process of 

sociotechnical system transformation. Our three epistemic communities draw more attention, 

as we will see, to the effects of energy transitions on ownership and control of the energy 

technology, on consumer and community practices, and on equity and justice. This analysis 

of the societal effects of transitions is not really central in current institutional theory 

frameworks. Future work could explore how our integrated framework could complement the 

Multi-Level Perspective or institutional theories of transition studies. 

In the remaining of this study, we explore the concept of energy transitions from the 

unique angle of epistemic communities, and we apply these concepts to a set of comparative 

case studies. 

 

2. Conceptual approach and research design: energy transitions, epistemic 

communities, and case studies 

 

In this study, we explore the concept of energy transitions from the unique angle of 

epistemic communities, and rely on comparative case studies to illustrate our approach. 

2.1 Energy transitions  

 In its broadest sense, an energy transition refers to a process of changing from one 

form of energy system, supply, or demand to another (Duan et al. 2019; Child and Breyer 

2017; Melosi 2010; Sovacool and Geels 2017). One of the more established definitions is that 

energy transitions entail a change in fuels and associated technologies, such as switching 

from the use of fuel wood to petroleum products or changing from steam engines to internal 

combustion engines (Sovacool 2016).  

A broader conceptualization of an energy transition is that in addition to a shift in 

fuels and sources of primary energy supplies, it also entails a change in patterns of energy use 
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among energy users in society, a change in the human dimensions related to energy (such as 

knowledge, values, or motivations), or a switch in the dependence of economic systems or 

markets from one form of energy source/technology or another (Steg et al. 2015; O’Connor 

and Cleveland 2014; Grubler 2012; Pearson 2012; Geels and Kemp 2006). We draw on this 

broader approach to define an energy transition as a change in sources of energy supply, 

conversion, infrastructure, or energy use from one technology to another at a range of 

possible spatial scales (a household, a city, a country, a region, etc.).  

 

2.2 Epistemic communities 

 

An epistemic community refers to a group of people and institutions bounded together 

by ideas: they share a common worldview that underpins their conception of reality and that 

affects how knowledge is shaped, conditioned, and digested. An epistemic community may 

also correspond with a specific demographic position (nationality, class, gender, ethnicity, 

etc.) or cut across demographic differences. As Haas (1992: 3) wrote, an epistemic 

community refers to a group of professionals bound together by some degree of shared 

norms, shared beliefs, shared notions of validity, or common policy practices, even if they 

come from different backgrounds or disciplines. Social theory has a long line of theorists and 

concepts that attempt to uncover epistemic frames that constitute communities. Examples 

include the classic works of Durkheim (1922) and Kuhn (1962; 1977) as well as work in 

anthropology and history that argue that groups of people interpret reality based on distinct 

“cultural systems,” “thought collectives,” “paradigms,” “worldviews,” and “invisible 

colleges.”   

In this study, we utilize the concept of an epistemic community to refer to an 

academic community of experts. In a classic example from the physical sciences, high-energy 

physicists see the world differently than molecular biologists (Knorr-Cetina 1999). In another 

example from international relations theory, a neo-realist might look at the international 

system and see hegemonic power structures and military force, whereas a poststructuralist 

would see the circulation of language and discourse (Haas 1992). In a final example from 

governance, Ostrom (2009) notes how an economist would envision socioecological change 

through the lens of markets, but a political scientist would see power and actors, and an 

ecologist, resources.  
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In an epistemic community, the process of cognition or theorizing itself is often taken 

for granted and embedded in tacit assumptions and practices to the extent that those who are 

part of a particular community are often unaware of what underpins their world views. Thus, 

there is value in analyzing the assumptions and culture of an epistemic community, and we 

adopt this approach for the analysis of energy transitions. In anthropological and cultural 

analysis, a comparative approach has long been used to make visible the cognitive categories 

and assumptions of different communities (e.g., Boon 1982). Likewise, through the 

comparison of different epistemic communities, it is possible to develop a better 

understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach in isolation, something 

Cherp et al. (2018) term a “meta-theoretical” process. 

   

2.3 Testing an integrative framework 

Based on the comparative analysis of epistemic communities, we develop an 

integrative framework in Section 4 and test it in Section 5. We use the term “framework” 

selectively and intentionally, given that a framework identifies relevant elements any theory 

about a topic needs to consider. A framework is distinct from a theory, which selects a subset 

of variables and posits relationships between them, or a model, which parameterizes the 

relationship between variables within a given context (Ostrom 2009). Our integrative 

framework also helps to counter Norgaard’s (2010) critique that too many conceptual devices 

act as “complexity blinders” by oversimplifying the systems nature of a topic; we explicitly 

hedge against this by juxtaposing multiple theories to reveal collectively a greater number of 

variables (to better capture “complexity”) than any single approach could by itself.  We do so 

in the next Section by exploring three epistemic communities within the field.  We maintain, 

as Stern (2014: 33) has argued, that “nothing advances theory better than tackling a practical 

problem by integrating different perspectives.” 

 

2.4 Validation with qualitative case studies 

 

To do so, the final part of our research design involves a collection of four case 

studies. The research methods literature often suggests that case studies can differ in their 

unit of analysis, type, and uniformity (Gerring 2005). Drawing from this thinking, we utilize 

a set of cases rather than a single case—leading to comparative cross-case analysis. Such 

comparative analysis is ideal for testing or confirming a hypothesis and examining causal 
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effects beyond a single instance. In terms of type, we sought a combination of typical yet 

diverse cases. Typical case studies attempt to examine common, frequently observed, and/or 

representative cases, and exemplify a stable, cross-case relationship. Diverse cases attempt to 

demonstrate maximum variance along a relevant dimension, so that they illuminate the full 

range of important differences. Our cases are therefore typical but not identical, as they vary 

in some of their features (types of energy infrastructure, geographic location, culture). 

Another methodological dimension considered was whether a case (or cross-case 

comparison) requires temporal or spatial variation. We decided spatial variation across 

different countries was useful as it reflected diversity, and that temporal variation across 

different timeframes was useful to permit more natural (less artificial) boundaries around our 

analysis. 

We will explore four specific case studies of energy transitions later in the study in 

Section 5: French nuclear power, Greek wind energy, Papua New Guinean solar energy, and 

Estonian oil shale.  Data for these cases was collected from the academic and policy literature 

inclusive of any relevant material published over the past 50 years, since some of the 

transitions date back to the 1930s (Estonia) and 1940s (France).  The cases are presented in 

narrative form structured around the core themes identified by our integrative framework.  

 

2.5 Limitations  

Nevertheless, despite our execution of a cross-case comparison, there are some 

limitations with our approach. In our theoretical integration, we treat each of the three 

epistemic communities as equal, as having equal weight or merit, when in fact some may 

deserve special importance or weighting for a given case study or context. For example, 

newly emerging technology may require more extensive engagement with responsible 

research and innovation (RRI), or particularly dangerous technology more engagement with 

justice.  Although the three approaches have different assumptions about risk, modernization, 

agency, structure, and meaning, we gloss over these differences in our attempt to highlight 

commonalities across the approaches.  We explore our cases qualitatively, although future 

work can apply the framework quantitatively.  Moreover, when applied to our case studies, 

there is a risk that each epistemic community is reduced to a single or a few aspects in this 

cradle-to-grave perspective; e.g., energy justice theory might be reduced to the long-term and 

global implications of transitions, although this field is also concerned with more local and 

short-lived injustices. How we have chosen our system boundaries and demarcations within 
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the three frameworks is only one of many ways they could be applied—a theme that also fits 

with our stance against theoretical dogmatism.  

3. Three epistemic communities on energy transitions: innovation, practices, and justice 

 

As described above, there are dozens of potentially relevant theoretical frameworks in 

the related fields of innovation studies, sustainability transition studies, and science and 

technology studies (Hess and Sovacool 2020; Sovacool et al. 2020). In this study, we 

examine three perspectives that have developed into epistemic communities as defined 

above: RRI, social practices, and energy justice. The approaches provide complementary 

perspectives of how energy systems change (see Figure 1). The first approach that we 

examine focuses on how energy technologies are designed, whether the innovation patterns 

behind them are sustainable or responsible, and the effects of both technical and 

organizational design decisions. The second looks at the effects on how energy technologies, 

systems, or services are used and integrated into social practices, daily routines, or wider 

cultures. The third examines the broader societal and global implications of energy systems 

or transitions on broader societal issues of fairness, due process, planning, or equity, 

essentially looking at justice. Table 1 compares these three perspectives according to their 

grounding, focus, drivers, concepts, and perspective.   

 

Figure 1: Three epistemic communities and their perspectives on energy transitions  
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Source: Inspired by Cherp et al. (2018). The diagram portrays how each conceptual approach 

views a set of variables (boxes) but also misses other variables. Some variables (shaded 

boxes) are common across the frameworks, but these are generally rare.  

 

Table 1: Three epistemic communities and their grounding, focus, and examination of 

energy transitions  

 
Community Disciplinary 

grounding  

Predominant 

focus 

Sees energy 

transitions 

driven by 

Key concepts Treats energy 

transitions as 

Responsible 

research and 

innovation 

(RRI)   

Constructive 

technology 

assessment, 

innovation 

studies, 

science and 

technology 

studies, risk 

governance, 

future studies  

Inclusive 

innovation, 

innovation 

systems, 

product 

design  

Breakthroughs 

in the design 

of energy 

systems or 

inventions  

Anticipation, 

reflexivity, 

inclusion, 

responsiveness 

Processual, 

organizational, 

structural    

Social 

practice  

Anthropology, 

ethnography, 

sociology, 

environmental 

psychology  

Practices, 

habits and 

routines  

Changing 

consumer 

preferences 

and the 

invention of 

Meanings, 

materiality, 

competencies, 

connections, 

comfort, 

Social and 

cultural  
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new needs and 

wants  

convenience, 

cleanliness  

Energy 

justice  

Moral studies, 

ethics, 

political 

science, area 

studies   

Societal and 

global effects 

on equity and 

distribution, 

fair processes 

and planning, 

future 

generations  

Contests 

between 

stakeholder 

groups and 

social 

contracts  

Distributional 

justice, 

procedural 

justice, 

cosmopolitan 

justice, justice 

as recognition, 

free prior 

informed 

consent   

Moral and 

ethical, 

governance  

Source: Authors  

 

In this section, we elaborate more on three perspectives following a common 

analytical structure. We do so by introducing the perspective and briefly elucidating its 

intellectual history, then we explain its core concepts or sub-concepts. We identify known 

strengths and weaknesses of the perspective as discussed in the literature. Section 4 of the 

paper discusses the extent to which the perspectives can be integrated or synthesized.  

 

3.1 Responsible research and innovation (RRI) 

 

Responsible research and innovation (RRI, and sometimes termed just “responsible 

innovation” or RI) takes as its core the examination of technology and its innovation process. 

It is closely linked with concepts of reflexive thinking, foresight, scenario building, horizon 

scanning, and anticipatory governance (Genus and Iskandarova 2018). The origins of the 

concept trace back to the works of the economist Joseph Schumpeter, who wrote that 

innovation can both promote economic progress and improve welfare, but it can also lead to 

cycles of destruction and disruption. These concerns were augmented in the 1930s and 1940s 

when troublesome connections between science and technology became apparent in terms of 

the invention, manufacturing and deployment of nuclear weapons and the genocide during 

World War II (the Nazi Holocaust). As Inigo and Blok (2019) write, until this time, scientific 

and technological innovation were widely assumed to be progressive and positive, and 

scientists and policymakers tended to be less preoccupied with questions about uncertainty, 

risk, and regulatory intervention (Inigo and Blok 2019). As public awareness of the risks of 

technology became more widespread, policymakers and scientists responded with attempts to 

assess risk and uncertainty (Von Schomberg and Hankins 2019). By 2000, a range of 

approaches had emerged to technology assessment, including forms that involved public 

participation and consultation, such as constructive technology assessment (Rip et al. 1995). 
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In turn, these approaches became the basis for developments in the European Union that led 

to policy support for RRI (European Commission 2014). 

Carbajo and Cabeza (2018) operationalize an RRI approach around four different 

types of responsibility:  

• scientists, who need to have integrity, manage data properly, and integrate proper 

values into their projects;  

• innovators and intermediaries, who need to manage risks, and adhere to ethical 

principles; 

• firms and corporations, who need to promote social responsibility and meet norms of 

conduct; 

• policymakers and planners, who need to encourage engagement and best practices in 

governance.  

Carbajo and Cabeza (2018) also note four overarching guiding principles to RRI shown in 

Table 2: anticipation, reflexivity, inclusion, and responsiveness.  

 

Table 2: The four overarching principles of anticipation, reflexivity, inclusion, and 

responsiveness in RRI 
 
 

Principle and objective  Theoretical grounding  Empirical techniques 

Anticipation: identification 

and appraisal of risks, 

potential positive and 

negative impacts of research 

and innovation 

Action of considering the contingency 

of the products, process and purpose of 

scientific and technologically-based 

innovation involving systematic 

thinking for increasing resilience, and 

revealing new opportunities for 

innovation 

- Foresight 

- Upstream public 

engagement 

- Horizon scanning 

- Constructive 

technology 

assessment 

- Cost-benefit analysis 

- Impact assessment 

- Lifecycle assessment 

- Risk assessment 

- Back-casting  

Reflexivity: Socio-technical 

integration and 

interdisciplinarity in 

research and innovation 

Multifaceted concept related with the 

researcher evaluation as an organizing 

principle of science and moral 

responsibilities 

- Multidisciplinary 

research 

- Transdisciplinary 

research  

- Technical technology 

assessment 

- Codes of conduct 

- Moratoriums 

- Midstream 

consultation  

Inclusion: Public and 

stakeholder engagement 

with research and innovation  

Public and stakeholder’s engagement 

with research and innovation, for the 

inclusion of new voices in the 

- Consensus 

conference 

- Citizens juries 
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governance of science and innovation 

as part of a search for legitimacy 

- Focus groups 

- Science shops 

- Citizen science 

- Participatory 

research 

- Deliberative 

mapping 

- User-centered 

innovation 

- Open-source 

innovation 

- Participatory 

innovation 

- Coevolutionary 

approaches 

- Multi-stakeholder 

partnership 

- Participatory agenda 

setting 

- Upstream 

engagement 

- Crowdsourcing  

Responsiveness: 

Identification and appraisal 

of ethical and societal 

aspects of research and 

innovation 

Process for assessment products, and 

outcomes and modulate the process of 

research in science, technology and 

innovation where insufficiency of 

knowledge and control is detected 

- Regulation 

- Standards 

- Codes of ethics 

- Research integrity 

- Niche management 

- Value-sensitive 

design 

- Stage-gates 

- Alternative 

intellectual property 

regimes 

- Ethical, Legal and 

Social Implications 

(ELSI) funding 

Source: Modified from Carbajo and Cabeza (2018) 

 

Jenkins et al. (2020) add that RRI therefore has three very distinct (although at times 

overlapping) rationales: a normative one emphasizing the “good” of public participation; a 

substantive or empirical one about the claim that responsible innovation will affect policy and 

process outcomes; and an instrumental one that sees attention to responsibility as a way to 

enhance legitimacy and the smooth implementation of research and innovation outputs. Stahl 

et al. (2019) argue that RRI can be applicable not only to innovation and science but also to 

corporate governance (the practice of companies and firms), communication (the practice of 

marketers and intermediaries), and compliance (adherence to legal standards and 

requirements). 
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The literature discusses multiple strengths of the RRI approach. RRI introduces a 

critical element to assessing the desirability and effects of innovations, and it offers a 

unifying “umbrella” that covers concerns about innovation and outcomes with knowledge, 

actors, and values (Jenkins et al. 2020; Genus and Iskandarova 2018; Inigo and Block 2019). 

In doing so, RRI highlights the value of “disciplinary diversity” and makes it possible for a 

range of approaches to “relate, reflect, and further develop” the foundations of RRI (Jenkins 

et al. 2020). RRI can at times improve the efficiency of the research process because it can 

address and even resolve possible controversies more openly, deliberately, and quickly 

(Carbajo and Cabeza 2018). RRI has proven effective at not only bringing together diverse 

viewpoints, but also at being practically applicable and helping to mobilize action (Matthews 

et al. 2019).   

Other strengths of the RRI approach and its consistency relate to the attention that 

both governments and the private sector pay to innovation, and has resulted in relatively rapid 

policy acceptance (Genus and Iskandarova 2018). For example, after the European 

Commission recognized RRI in 2014, the Commission has explicitly integrated RRI into the 

European funding Framework Program for Research and Technological Development, 

“Science with and for Society,” which in turn has shaped the actual funding patterns of the 

European Commission’s flagship Horizon 2020 platform (European Commission 2017, 

2020).  

Nevertheless, the literature also identifies some weaknesses to RRI. Loureiro and 

Conceição (2019: 1) caution that the very diversity mentioned above may operate as a barrier, 

given that “RRI entered the academic literature across fields of knowledge giving rise to 

diverse and often conflicting definitions and interpretations.” Blok et al. (2015) depict 

“several shortcomings” including information asymmetries, lengthy time-to-market, and an 

unbalanced division of ultimate responsibility among involved actors. Genus and Iskandarova 

(2018) note that in focusing so much on the early stages of technology design, the 

“upstream,” the RRI approach may neglect more consideration of social impacts later on or 

“downstream.” Jenkins et al. (2020) acknowledge that RRI is mostly applied to “emerging” 

and “novel” innovations, but it is less clear when an emerging technology becomes 

“established” and therefore beyond its scope.  

Another group of shortcomings of RRI involve its limited scope of evaluation criteria. 

For example, some have criticized RRI for epistemic assumptions of a “techno-visionary 

discourse,” that is, optimism about the value and promise of technology and innovation—

overemphasizing imagination and what may be possible, but underemphasizing potentially 
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irreversible risks and consequences (Genus and Iskandarova 2018). Some sorts of 

technologies may never be worth considering. RRI can frame responsibility less in terms of 

the immediate responsibilities of designers and innovators and more the diffuse responsibility 

of future actors to utilize the technology properly. In doing so, it can end up deferring 

responsibility to future generations. And while RRI explicitly tries to grapple with anticipated 

future outcomes, it is difficult to anticipate outcomes that may be highly, extraordinarily 

uncertain.   

A third area of concern is the role of public engagement as part of the RRI process. 

Enabling public involvement and deliberation may seem straightforward in theory, but 

remains monumentally difficult in practice, especially when issues of power, scale, scope, 

and representation are taken into consideration. Moreover, although technologies and 

technological systems are often global in scope, public perceptions and evaluation criteria are 

not. For example, Mei et al. (2020) discuss how interpretations of RRI will vary by culture 

and core values, and they also discuss the different innovation goals and the logics of diverse 

institutions. They note how RRI approaches in Europe may emphasize liberal-democratic 

public values, and favor bottom-up interactions, whereas those in China emphasize core 

socialist values, and favor top-down decision-making mechanisms. Setiawan (2020) similarly 

found that for Indonesia, RRI would fail to work well or properly unless it was able to adjust 

to social norms about participation and deliberation and about what outcomes are considered 

legitimate and desirable.  

 

3.2 Social practices  

 

The study of social practices (also called “social practice theory”) focuses not on 

technological design but on how people put technologies to use to achieve the things they 

want to do in their daily lives or routines (Spaargaren 2011). The perspective is rooted in 

behavioral science and to a degree sociology, and it suggests that human behavior, or agency, 

is co-constructed with other elements of society such as structure or language and meaning 

(Sovacool and Hess 2017). The approach is relatively new, emerging only in the late 

twentieth century in response to problems that the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein argued 

formed the core logic of prevailing rule-based, inter-subjectivist social theories (Galvin and 

Sunikka-Blank 2016). Researchers have used social practice theory to focus less on technical 

hardware and more on the things or energy services that hardware can accomplish, such as 

convenience, comfort, or cleanliness (Shove 2003). 
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At the center of the perspective is the concept of “practice,” a type of behavior that is 

routinized much as is a habit, but that also links together bodily activity, mental activity, and 

things and their uses. Erden et al. (2014: 712) add that “social practice theory reflects a 

theoretical, philosophical, and empirical program to understand in social, material, and 

historical contexts what people actually do.” Shove et al. (2012) and Watson (2012) break 

down practices into:   

• materials, which encompass physical things, technologies, tangible physical entities 

and other material objects; 

• competences, which encompass skills, habits, knowledge, tacit knowledge and 

techniques; 

• meanings, which encompass ideas, symbolism, aspirations, and other cognitive 

dimensions; 

• connections, which encompass how certain practices emerge, persist, shift, or 

disappear over time. 

The concept of connections is meant to show how practices change over time. For example, 

Scott and Powells (2020) use practice theory to reveal connections of practices associated 

with a hydrogen transition in homes. They show that it involves different connected practices: 

some about boilers and provisioning systems in the home, and others about cooking practices 

and how people use hobs (stove tops). The perspective can offer richer insight into how 

people put energy transitions to use, including doing laundry, preparing or cooking food, 

taking showers or bathing, and cooking (Higginson et al. 2015; Spaargaren et al. 2013). 

Research on social practices has numerous strengths. One is that it offers a more 

complex and grounded account of why people use energy or support a particular energy 

transition (or not). Attention to social practices shows that the explanation cannot be reduced 

to a mere attitude, choice, stated preference, or a single variable. Social practices research 

also indicates that energy transitions and patterns of consumption are bound up with the 

routines of everyday life, and it shows that individuals often adapt to technological changes 

by attempting to use them to support particular lifestyles and practices (Hampton and Adams 

2018). Watson et al. (2020: 1) write that where “standard behavioral change approaches 

continue to be criticized for a narrow understanding of what shapes behavior,” practice 

theories instead “draw on interpretive and relational understandings to focus on practices 

rather than people’s behavior, and hence highlight the complex and distributed set of factors 

shaping” action.   
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Rather than focus on technology and its design per se, the study of social practices 

draws attention to the social embeddedness and interpretive flexibility of technology. 

However, research on social practices does more than reveal the mere identification of a 

practice involved with, or shaping an energy transition; it can also reveal practice boundaries 

and coordination between practices; connections to other practices or technologies; 

differences in use (i.e., how use could differ across local particulars such as “at work” or “in 

the home”); as well as degrees of continuity and change, and potentials for how to transform 

practices (Erden et al. 2014). Social practice theory can lastly offer a perspective that captures 

together the intricacies of agency—agents acting as they do—with structure (social or other 

constraints on action) alongside lifestyles and systems of provision. Mguni et al. (2020) 

nicely showcase the utility of social practice theory to reveal these attributes in their 

application to clean cooking transitions shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Social practice theory, agency, and structure in clean cooking transitions   

 

Source: Mguni et al. (2020). The diagram shows how the practice of cooking is shaped by the 

agency of actors (cooks) and constraints that structure or influence behavior (infrastructure 

and systems of provisioning).  

 

Social practice research is not without identified weaknesses. One shortcoming is that 

by focusing so intently on a specific practice and showing how context specific it is, the 
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social practices perspective does not offer insights easily generalizable knowledge that is 

translatable into policy. As even Shove admits, social practice theories “do not lead directly 

to prescriptions for action” (quoted in Hampton and Adams 2018: 221). Another concern is 

that the approach seeks to identify practices, but it seldom evaluates or judges those practices 

for the impacts they may have on equity or justice, or even, at times, sustainability—a noted 

contrast to RRI and energy justice. Because practices are so prosaic and dynamic, they do not 

lend themselves to more concrete variables that can be rigorously tested or placed into 

models or scenarios (Hess et al. 2018).  

A final set of concerns is more existential. These concerns fault social practice 

theories and approaches for their microsocial focus and for failing to adequately consider 

broader structural patterns that may shape inequality, behavior, and other aspects of social 

agency. For example, Gavin and Sunikka-Blank (2016) critique social practice theories for 

not adequately capturing the ontological status of practices, for not clearly grappling with 

issues of causality, and for not always capturing socioeconomic trends.  Welch (2016: 44) 

agree and note that the social practice perspective may “overestimate the role of choice in 

routine behavior and fundamentally underestimate the extent to which individuals’ 

autonomous action is constrained by infrastructures, institutions, conventions and access to 

resources.” 

 

3.3 Energy justice  

 

Given that energy justice research has roots in social justice theory, energy justice 

research connects with perhaps some of the oldest concepts in social science and philosophy, 

including ethics, equity, and morality. Sovacool and Dworkin (2014) identify energy justice 

research as ensuring that energy transitions fairly disseminate the benefits and costs of their 

energy services and are backed by representative and impartial energy decision-making. The 

study of energy justice involves research on burdens, or how the hazards, costs and 

externalities of the energy system are disseminated throughout society; benefits, or how 

access to modern energy systems and services is distributed throughout society; procedures, 

or ensuring that energy decision-making respects due process and representation; and 

recognition, or perspectives rooted in the concerns of the marginalized or vulnerable 

(Sovacool and Hess 2017). 

Many of the key concepts from energy justice map onto these dimensions. The 

concept of “distributive justice” is concerned about how energy transitions shape the 
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allocation of not only energy services but also wealth, power, and even respect. Likewise, 

“procedural justice” examines the policymaking and governance aspects of energy 

transitions, including who sets rules and laws, but also how disagreements are settled and 

who is given access to recourse when needed. “Cosmopolitan justice” draws attention to 

global and universal impacts of energy transitions such as carbon emissions or waste flows. 

“Recognition justice” considers the special considerations of vulnerable groups—the 

homeless, those with disabilities, minorities—and how they are impacted by energy 

transitions.  

Some work in the energy justice field has brought together the various types of justice 

in a synthetic framework (See Table 3). One approach is to identify underlying principles. 

For example, Jones et al. (2015) relate their discussion of energy justice to two core ethical 

principles of prohibiting harm and affirming the ability of energy transitions to empower and 

enable people to achieve their capabilities. McCauley et al. (2019) advance their “triumvirate 

of tenets” (distribution, procedure, recognition), which later becomes a quadrumvirate after 

they add cosmopolitan justice. Sovacool and Dworkin (2014) identify eight energy justice 

principles of availability, affordability, due process, transparency and accountability, 

sustainability, intra- and inter-generational equity, and responsibility.  

Table 3: Approaches to Synthesizing Energy Justice Research 

Approach Authors Summary 

Finding underlying principles Sovacool and Dworkin (2014) - Availability  

- Affordability  

- Due process  

- Transparency and 

accountability  

- Sustainability  

- Intragenerational equity 

- Intergenerational equity 

- Responsibility  

Jones et al. (2015) Two core ethical principles 

(prohibitive and affirmative)  

McCauley et al. (2019) - Distributive justice 

- Procedural justice 

- Justice as recognition 

- Cosmopolitan justice 

Connecting with social 

analysis 

Lee and Byrne (2019) Structure, ideology, and 

historical change 

Sovacool et al. (2019a) Differences in scale and phase 

Bombaerts et al. (2020) Cultural differences across 

societies 

Source: Authors  
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A second main approach is to connect energy justice to various social processes and 

the perspective of empirical social science research. For example, Bombaerts et al. (2020) 

also outline an approach to research on energy justice that attends to how approaches to 

justice vary across cultures, and thus they suggest the need for a comparative, cross-cultural 

perspective in energy justice research. Lee and Byrne (2019) present an integrative 

conceptual framework of energy that mediates between agency and structure by looking at 

structural pillars such as sociotechnical systems and ideological pillars such as values and 

ways of reasoning. Their framework then situates these pillars in a tension or conflict 

between “energy as commons” or “energy as a commodity.” Sovacool et al. (2019a) develop 

a “whole systems” energy justice framework that accounts for different spatial scales (the 

local, the national, the global) as well as different processes of a transition (extraction, 

manufacturing, use, disposal and waste).  

Figure 3: Structure, ideology, and philosophy in the production of energy injustices  

 

 

Source: Lee and Byrne (2019). The diagram depicts energy injustice cutting across the 

themes of market commodities, structure, ideology, and transformation.  

 

Energy justice offers various benefits for research on energy transitions. Its normative 

perspective can be used for the evaluation of an energy transition and policies that guide it or 
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fail to guide it. In this sense, the perspective moves beyond the descriptive power of social 

practice theory or even many other theories of sociotechnical change. However, as Table 3 

indicates, the energy justice approach is not restricted to normative evaluation: it can be used 

to guide empirical research on how energy transitions and associated policies address various 

types of justice goals, and how actors in the transitions mobilize to support or undermine 

justice goals. Jenkins et al. (2016) argue that energy justice can also bring three benefits when 

it is applied to energy problems or transitions. The “what” of energy can depict where 

injustices are located and how they might be solved. The “who” concerns recognition and 

who is ignored, and how the ignored and marginalized groups ought to be empowered or 

recognized. The “how” concerns procedures and mechanisms to ensure injustices are 

addressed and new decisions are fair. 

Nevertheless, energy justice research is not without weaknesses. Galvin (2019) argues 

that most energy justice work conflates different ethical and philosophical ideas in 

incommensurate ways. Sovacool et al. (2017) note a series of weaknesses including 

overreliance on Western theories of justice (as opposed to perspectives from the global South 

or indigenous communities), anthropocentrism (overemphasizing human impacts, but not 

other impacts to non-human life), and the ability for justice to act as a hegemonic discourse in 

and of itself (unjust actors can utilize energy justice rhetoric to mask their activities), among 

other problems.  

Moreover, different energy justice approaches can contradict. Some forms of justice, 

such as those based on human rights (cosmopolitanism) or recognition, argue for a hierarchy 

of principles. Others, such as distributive justice, often employ utilitarian analysis of costs 

and benefits, whereas procedural theories say less about distribution and are almost entirely 

about process. An additional criticism is that absolute or deontological forms of justice theory 

do not respect cultural relativism; treat all humans and cultures as the same; and therefore 

hold humanity to an absolute notion of morality, insensitive to local variation or preference 

(Bombaerts et al. 2020). Healy et al. (2019) and Sovacool et al. (2019) also warn that most 

energy justice approaches remain focused only on the planning or use of technology and not 

on other “embodied” or “whole-systems” elements such as upstream design or downstream 

waste.  

A final criticism regards a slanted view that emphasizes injustices resulting from 

current energy transitions, such as wind energy in Denmark, without also considering 

injustices that result from not undertaking transitions (greater reliance on coal or fossil fuels), 

or without comparing one transition with another (how a Danish wind transition may have 
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still been better than a nuclear power transition). For example, advocates of energy transition 

(Energiewende) in the German government might consider that the coal and nuclear 

industries have been unduly and unfairly delaying the country’s energy transition for their 

own benefit. However, as Sovacool et al (2019a) show, the German coal and nuclear workers 

could equally interpret the pro-renewable policies conceived by the government as unfair 

pressure on their job security. The question, then, would be about how to frame hierarchies of 

injustices. 

4. Connecting epistemic communities: An integrative framework for energy transitions  

 

Given the complexity of the topic of energy transitions coupled with the fact that 

intellectual development of concepts often occurs within epistemic communities rather than 

across them, each of the three perspectives may be used in isolation, without much 

consideration of the other. One exception is framework offered by Jenkins et al. (2020), 

which explores a connection between two of the three epistemic communities (RRI and 

energy justice) on one dimension (value-sensitive design). We build on this important attempt 

to bring the different epistemic communities into conversation. Indeed, each of our three core 

perspectives can be treated as broad heuristics (either for design, or behavior, or justice) that 

do not seem to wholly account for the holistic and evolutionary dynamics of transitions. As 

Table 3 indicates, each approach has a focus but also something out of focus, such as the 

latent impacts of technology post-design, the societal impacts of practices, or less visible 

justice impacts “embodied” in design. Thus, each approach also has strong “fits” with some 

transition dynamics (strong explanatory power) but also “misfits” with other transition 

dynamics (weak explanatory power). There is a missing middle: how they may collectively 

give a broader view of transitions when integrated. 

 

Table 3: Fits and misfits in the three perspectives on national energy transitions  

 
Community In focus Out of focus Fits (strong 

explanatory 

power) 

Misfits (weak 

explanatory 

power) 

Responsible 

research and 

innovation  

Innovation or  

market dynamics, 

effects of design 

decisions (both 

technical and 

organizational)  

Impacts of a 

technology or 

transition after 

the design stage 

Radical new 

innovations with 

high levels of 

uncertainty such as 

small modular 

reactors, fuel cells  

Established 

technologies such 

as coal-fired power 

plants, wind 

turbines or solar 

energy, cultural 

elements of 

transitions  
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Social 

practice 

driven  

Effects of energy 

transitions on 

social practices  

and cultural 

meanings   

Normative or 

ethnical 

consequences of 

transitions  

Consumer and 

user-based 

technologies such 

as air conditioning, 

uptake of 

automobiles, gas 

central heating 

Centralized and 

infrastructural 

technologies and 

design aspects of 

technology  

Energy 

justice  

Societal and 

global 

implications, 

including 

normative 

dimensions  

Early patterns of 

innovation and 

design  

Impacts on 

communities or 

the environment, 

mobilizations in 

support of energy 

justice goals   

Less visible impacts 

that “embodied” or 

“hidden” in 

practices, design, or 

waste flows 

Source: Authors. Each of the “fits” and “misfits” are drawn from the theoretical strengths and 

weaknesses already elaborated in Sections 3.1-3.3.  

 

Simply put: RRI seeks to understand processes of design and innovation elaborately, 

but many innovators or inventors do not necessarily understand the true impact of their 

devices or established technologies, downplaying or obscuring possible practices and 

resulting justice impacts, or cultural variance in how RRI principles may be interpreted.  

Behavioral scientists studying practices often do not understand design very well or the 

necessary impacts of equity of those practices. Energy justice theorists tend not to delve into 

issues of design and innovation, and they may also miss a focus on practices (especially when 

they focus instead on policy or macro-structure). 

This leads us to posit that the three perspectives do in fact offer a compelling 

integrative framework that offsets individual weaknesses. (see Figure 4) Where RRI 

approaches may be weak on culture or uncertainty, social practice theory can reveal cultural 

meanings, connections, and routines. Where RRI approaches may be weak on countering the 

optimism and desirability of transitions, or unclear on where responsibility lies, energy justice 

brings these considerations into focus. Whereas social practice theories may neglect a 

discussion about how technologies prior to use (i.e., how they are designed and developed), 

RRI shows how values and practices can be embedded even before a technology is built or a 

transition occurs. Social practice approaches are also generally non-normative: they do not 

judge or evaluate a transition or a practice, or indicate whether it is sustainable or desirable or 

not: a gap explicitly attended to by energy justice. Lastly, energy justice says less about how 

injustice can become embodied in design (a shortcoming offset by RRI), and it also may 

oversimplify the complex ways by which people engage with transitions at a social or cultural 

level (a shortcoming offset by social practice theory).   
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Figure 4: The three perspectives as an integrative framework 
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Source: Authors. The top panel depicts the nine core themes within the integrated framework 

(three per individual approach) whereas the bottom panel depicts which element of the 

technological lifecycle each framework prioritizes.  

 

Ultimately, the bottom of Figure 4 shows how the integrative framework also 

grapples with a transition over three salient temporal stages, although it shows how they 

interconnect as well: RRI captures how energy transitions or technologies may be designed 

and implemented; social practice theory, how they are used, misused, or modified; energy 

justice, their broader impacts on vulnerable groups or intersections with unfair policy 

processes and planning.  The framework is capable of analyzing transitions from their 

“cradle” of design to their “grave” of after-effects. 

To some degree, the three perspectives might be conceptualized at one level as three 

purely linear phases of a transition: design, use, and impact. However, we use an image of a 

triangle to draw attention more to the interactions, feedback loops, and complexities that 

occur when using the three perspectives together. Design is an ongoing process, and it often 

responds to policies that identify impacts (including justice concerns) post-hoc and also to 

users via prototyping and testing. Likewise, practices involve new configurations that were 

not intended by designers and that may have justice implications, and designers and 

policymakers respond to new practices. Finally, justice considerations can guide design 

thinking (indeed, doing so is part of the goal of RRI), and they can also affect how users 

reimagine and alter technologies in practice. 

To demonstrate the utility of this integrated framework, we test it in the following 

section with four empirical case studies. 

5. Illustrate applications of the framework: Four case studies 

 

Here, we examine four cases using the integrated framework. We selected national 

cases to represent a diversity of technologies, time periods and durations, fuel sources, and 

locations in countries: one centralized and national (uranium fuel, French nuclear power, 

many decades), one mid-scale (renewable fuel, wind energy in Greece, 2011 to present, less 

than a decade), one decentralized (renewable fuel, off-grid solar in Papua New Guinea, 1990s 

to 2010s, spanning two decades), and one extractive (fossil fuel, oil shale in Estonia, 1930s to 

present).  Due to length considerations, each case is as brief as possible, yet for analytical 

coherence, each uses the same four-part structure: a cursory introduction to the case and what 
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is revealed by the integrative framework, followed by a paragraph (each) on responsible 

research and innovation dynamics, social practice dynamics, and energy justice dynamics.  

As we will see, the French nuclear power case illustrates how nuclear reactors can go 

hand-in-hand with a design and regulatory process that is relatively secretive and closed. 

Although nuclear energy has attained cultural significance in French society, it configures the 

roles of many actors (especially homeowners and consumers) as constrained and passive, and 

it has very troubling energy justice implications, including spent fuel, the risk of accidents, 

and hidden risks associated with uranium mining. The Greek case illustrates how a wind-

energy transition, designed for the benefit of commercial operators and intended to maximize 

commercial value and profits, has encouraged “land grabbing”; eroded local practices of 

farming and herding; excluded local people; and resulted in sobering impacts on forests, 

vegetation, and even marine life. The Papua New Guinean solar energy transition in the 

1990s and 2010s has been hindered by a research-and-innovation approach that narrowed 

technological options and pre-selected designs for users, imposed cultural and tribal practices 

as a community insult, and disregarded energy justice implications concerning the worsening 

of poverty and bankruptcy of local firms. The Estonian oil-shale transition depends on an 

innovation profile focused on growth and expansion of energy supply, at the cost of 

inefficiencies and large waste profiles. It has become embedded in regional and cultural 

practices as a backbone of security, employment, and even trade, but it has noxious 

environmental impacts in terms of local pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

5.1 French nuclear power (1940s to present) 

 

The French nuclear power case illustrates how nuclear reactors can go hand-in-hand 

with a design and regulatory process that is relatively secretive and closed. Nuclear power 

was rooted heavily in the notion of a French recovery after World War II, one seen to put 

France back on a path towards “radiance,” and a chance for France to demonstrate its 

continued status as a modern, influential nation (Hecht 1998). The nuclearization of France 

also included a vision of an all-electric society that could help the country escape from its 

lack of fossil-fuel resources and from dependence on global markets, especially after France 

lost its African colonies during the 1960s, where French companies were freely extracting oil 

and gas. Nuclear power has also enabled the country to provide a model of an advanced 

economy that has a low-carbon electricity supply system. However, our integrated framework 

also points to some problem areas. 
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The responsible research and innovation perspective reveals how French nuclear 

power has been designed as a closed system (prone to secrecy) with policy driven by elites 

with little public input. French nuclear power is widely considered to have been predicated on 

an authoritarian innovation regime that excluded opponents from planning and policy 

discussions (Barkenbus 1984, Scheinman 1965), to the point where Barthe (2006) even called 

it a “nucleocracy.” This regime was largely driven by experts and technical specialists who 

wanted to improve national security by developing nuclear weapons and showcasing French 

technical skills in science and engineering. As a result, its model of innovation and 

development has been unwaveringly technocratic, state-led, and at times antidemocratic 

(Jasper 1992). The Ministry of National Defense initially utilized “civilian” gas-graphite 

reactors to manufacture plutonium for the production of nuclear weapons throughout the 

1960s, and nuclear power plants as well as data relating to safety, cost, and performance have 

been persistently kept secret since then (Sovacool and Valentine 2012). These aspects could 

contribute to frequent social movements and protests against nuclear energy in France and to 

their relatively rare influence on state policy (Rucht 1990; Rüdig, 1990; Topçu 2013; Wiliarty 

2013).  

The social practice perspective reveals some problems in the role of energy 

consumers and communities.  Because of the security risks and the expertise required to 

operate nuclear facilities, nuclear power is configured as baseload power in a centralized 

distribution grid. The nuclearization of France was predicated on both increasing levels of 

electricity consumption, to justify the major investments in nuclear infrastructure, and a 

passive role of consumption, where consumers adopted electric heating, cooling, and other 

energy services rather than generate energy themselves. These decisions about the role of 

users (not concerned with energy efficiency or distributed energy production) were 

appropriate for much of the history of nuclear energy in France, but increasingly they have 

become a barrier to policies that attempt to make consumers more active participants in 

energy conservation and in distributed energy production. As a result, nuclear power remains 

in tension with the trend toward distributed renewable energy and the potential to develop 

prosumer practices (Sovacool et al. 2019b).  

Insights from energy justice provide a variety of additional perspectives on the 

challenges that this energy transition has created. The original promotion of nuclearization 

was envisioned as a way to promote economic independence to counterbalance the 

dominance of oil and the hegemony of the United States, and in this sense nuclear power was 

associated with an international vision of equity among countries (Sovacool and Valentine 
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2012). However, for consumers and communities, the justice implications were less positive. 

Even though nuclear power was highly subsidized, it contributed “to the rise of a sub-class of 

poorer households whose dependence on electrical heating (a by-product of the electricity-

centric vision that accompanied nuclear energy in France) had trapped them into higher 

prices” (Sovacool et al. 2019b). Another important aspect of energy justice is the unequal 

distribution of nuclear power risk across communities and the lack of legitimate procedures 

for addressing community concerns. These shortcomings have led to a growing anti-nuclear 

protest movement in recent decades. In response, the French nuclear regime has utilized 

“highly coercive” and “hard social control” tools such as using security forces to breakup 

protests and to dismantle anti-nuclear movements (Sovacool and Valentine 2012; Topçu 

2013). Other justice issues include the environmental impacts of nuclear waste and the 

burden that the transition places on future generations to handle spent nuclear fuel. From the 

standpoint of cosmopolitan justice, uranium mining is a notoriously problematic activity, as 

shown by Hecht’s (2012) analysis of “nuclearity” in the African countries where France 

sourced ores for its reactor fleet. African miners operating without radiation protection and 

being affected by radiation-caused illnesses are just the most conspicuous element of this 

story.  One may think of country-scale injustices resulting from colonial and neo-colonial 

policies on the economy and citizens of countries of the Global South where minerals are 

extracted (as shown, e.g., by Yates (1996) for the case of oil in Gabon). 

Through our integrated framework, we are able to see the connections between 

design, practice, and justice.  The closed, secretive, and authoritarian governance approach to 

the French nuclear program connected with ideas that French consumers would not prefer to 

generate their own energy and that they would instead prefer to remain passive and even at 

times excluded from energy decision-making.   The presumed superiority or at least 

desirability of domestically produced French energy also justified (in the view of planners) 

externalizing and socializing other hazardous elements of the nuclear fuel cycle such as 

uranium mining or waste to peripheral regions (from the French perspective) of Canada and 

Niger. 

 

5.2 Greek wind energy (2011 to present) 

 

In Greece, wind farms have been promoted as a way to help to increase energy 

security within the national grid and also to enable the country to recover from earlier energy 

and economic crises, most notably the sovereign debt crisis faced by Greece in the aftermath 
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of the financial crisis of 2007-2008. The economic crisis underscored to planners the need to 

secure more investment in Greece and also to boost local employment. The construction of 

wind farms on a number of Greek islands seemed an optimal path. However, in practice 

implementing this plan has proven more difficult than expected, as our integrated framework 

suggests.  

Insights from responsible research and innovation reveal that the design of the Greek 

wind energy system is set up around large-scale wind farms that are owned and financed 

largely by international companies, rather than a design approach that is centered on 

community-oriented and publicly owned wind power. Argenti and Knight (2015) note that 

the entire wind energy transition is predicated on attracting international investment to 

Greece, following the country’s financial crisis, with wind farms poised to capture the wind 

resources on many of the country’s islands, including Chios, Crete, and Skyros. The main 

beneficiaries of these wind farms are not local residents but firms such as Iberdrola (Spain), 

Scottish Power (United Kingdom), and Elektro (Brazil). Unfortunately, the land acquisition 

process for these wind farms has been prone to a deployment and diffusion pathway replete 

with unequal power dynamics and top-down approaches animated by clientelism. The design 

of the country’s wind power system includes “land grabbing” or “green grabbing,” which 

Siamanta and Dunlap (2019) describe as the coercive takeover of community land, access to 

resources, or provision of long-term leases to corporate firms. In Crete, the development of 

wind power has included the expropriation of public land as well as private lands used for 

livestock or farming. Other techniques have included the sudden privatization of land needed 

for wind energy, buyoffs, and even land seizures. In summary, the design of wind energy on 

the Greek islands has altered centuries-old property relationships and land control 

Insights from social practice theory suggest that the centralized, top-down power 

model of wind energy in Greece has similar implications for the role of users as the case of 

nuclear energy in France. However, research has focused more on the effects of wind farms 

on the social and cultural practices of communities where the farms are located. These effects 

involve agriculture, herding, farming, stockbreeding, fishing, and tourism (Siamanta and 

Dunlap 2019).  Siamanta (2019) also cautions about the unfavorable consequences of wind 

energy for local shepherds and farmers, as well as for domestic and small business electricity 

consumers (Siamanta 2019). A more prosaic, but nevertheless meaningful and symbolic, 

impact on culture has been wind parks eroding mountain views and culturally meaningful 

landscapes that many in surrounding communities view as safe places to relax or connect 

with nature. The Greek wind-energy transition has therefore dramatically changed local 
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conceptions and practices associated with the landscape. Initially seen as belonging to 

everyone, wind energy has been embedded in a non-local property-rights regime that has 

assigned ownership to coalitions of corporate and commercial actors.  

As with France, the energy justice perspective suggests that the development of wind-

energy with global corporations was linked to an attempt to improve the international stature 

of the country. However, Argenti and Knight (2015) also note that some of the wind energy 

on Chios was destined for Turkey, which has ongoing conflicts with Greece. Other societal 

implications related to justice include unfair planning and even active state suppression of 

dissent along with negative effects on rural agricultural and tourism industries. Siamanta and 

Dunap (2019) document how any opposition to the wind transition in Crete has been 

repressed via police arrests and court proceedings. Argenti and Knight (2015) describe the 

planning regime behind Greek wind energy as being “non-participatory” and prone to 

“exclusionary planning tactics.” They add that the wind transition has prompted deleterious 

environmental impacts including land degradation, the construction of access roads, the 

industrialization of mountains, and deforestation. Avila (2018) notes that the seven wind 

farms in Chios required extensive submarine cables to continental Greece and had negative 

impacts on marine life. 

Taken together, the integrated framework again reveals the interconnection between 

design, practice, and justice.  The sheer size and capital intensity of Greek commercial wind 

turbines made them appropriately scaled for corporate actors. In other words, the scale of 

design required major sources of financing, which in turn enabled those corporate actors to 

secure important land rights that excluded local farmers and fishers. By prioritizing the low-

carbon generation of domestic wind energy, the Greek government and international 

investors have also justified environmental injustices such as the destruction of mountains, 

forests, and even the seabed for subsea cables.  

 

5.3 Papua New Guinean solar energy (1990s to 2010) 

 

The Papua New Guinean solar energy transition in the 1990s and 2010s has been 

driven largely by international actors via efforts of development assistance and technology 

transfer, given that the country has only a nascent energy infrastructure system in place, most 

around the capital city of Port Moresby. However, outside this urban area, communities 

struggle with securing high quality, affordable, and reliable energy services. In these non-

urban areas, many homes and even businesses still rely on biomass, charcoal, or kerosene, a 
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situation common among small island developing states (Surroop et al. 2018). Because this 

limited access of electricity has significant negative effects on the environment as well as 

local health, the government has tried to promote more sustainable, distributed forms of 

modern energy such as off-grid solar energy. Efforts have been underway for two decades to 

promote small-scale, solar systems to homes and small businesses, especially among schools 

and to teachers. However, progress is hindered by an array of challenges, many of them 

connected with the design of a transition rooted in market principles, rather than local 

practices. 

The responsible research and innovation perspective attends to the implications of the 

design of the solar system. Given the low-income status of the country, solar energy has been 

financed largely by donors from wealthy countries. Although one might think that this system 

design feature would be more beneficial to the country than the multinational corporations 

that funded the Greek wind farms, the international donors imposed restrictions on the system 

design. For example, eligible panels had to meet requirements set by Japanese lending 

institutions or the World Bank. In particular, for one project to promote solar energy in rural 

schools, only one type of panel—a 50 Watt-peak panel with 3 lamps, a charge controller, a 

battery, and limited accessories—was chosen. However, many communities had expressed an 

interest in a broader array of sizes (from 10 Watts-peak to 300 Watts-peak), applications 

(beyond lighting to entertainment, radios, mobile phone charging), and even configurations 

(such as solar lanterns, solar entertainment centers, and hybrid solar-diesel generators) 

(Sovacool 2013). The limitation imposed by donors meant that the transition was constrained 

by offering a single product with no customer flexibility. This choice was further exacerbated 

by the dearth of high-quality panels and limited availability of panels, inverters, batteries, and 

controllers (Sovacool et al. 2011).   

Insights from social practice theory indicate how the cultural meanings, routines and 

habits, and connections with the meaning of community life all ran counter to the adoption of 

solar energy. Unlike the French nuclear industry or Greek wind farms, the solar energy 

transition in Papua New Guinea is more decentralized, and it makes possible the development 

of new user practices for the implementation, storage, and maintenance of solar systems. 

However, the potential that is embedded in the modular design of solar technology was not 

realized because the system design also included a market-oriented form of financing. The 

rural culture of Papua New Guinea operates according to system of patronage where “big 

men” provide electricity or energy services to their constituents or clan members for free. 

This approach to electricity was at odds with the requirement that consumers buy solar panels 
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and then pay them back via loans, rather than merely be given them, which was the cultural 

practice at the time. One substantial impediment here related a “lack of financial literacy” in 

Papua New Guinea, with many teachers in rural areas possessing “no sense of savings, credit, 

debt, or even money” (Sovacool 2013: 333). Other social and cultural practices were 

misaligned with solar energy, including a sense of tribal identity, or wantok, which saw 

community assets as shared, rather than individually owned. Moreover, the transition to solar 

energy required users to change their lifestyles. For example, adopters had to learn to adapt 

their consumption patterns to sunny days or to make choices about how to prioritize charged 

electricity (in batteries) for lighting versus phone charging or television watching. Simply 

put, solar energy did not meet the stated needs or expectations of adopters, or the itinerant 

lifestyles of most teachers who only spent a few years at a single school. Consequently, a 

fixed-array solar system was an unattractive investment. 

Insights from the energy justice perspective reveal how the solar energy transition in 

Papua New Guinea had differential effects across spatial scale. At an international level, the 

solarization program represented an attempt for the country to improve its international 

stature by using donor support to improve rural electrification, and it was an attempt to 

ameliorate the distributive justice problem of lack of access to electricity due to poverty. 

However, as noted, the system design that the global donors imposed restricted the success of 

the program and was in conflict with local practices. In turn, imposition of financial and 

technical practices from the donor organizations led to community divisions and jealousy 

over who would get to use the panels and when. It also exacerbated some patterns of poverty 

and entrenched the durability of incumbent energy providers. Given the market focus of the 

transition, many teachers had to save for months to years to buy their own solar energy 

panels, and the energy savings interfered with their ability to purchase other necessities and 

services such as books, food, bridal prices, or education (Sovacool et al. 2011). A typical 

teacher in Papua New Guinea, as with most wage laborers, generally supports at least two 

families, often pays the school fees of the children of relatives, and has difficulty servicing 

loans. Consequently, the financial burden of solar energy ownership was at times prohibitive 

and severe. Finally, the solar-energy transition benefitted incumbent energy equipment 

providers, such as Roots Electrical or West Link Enterprises, to the detriment of local 

businesses, such as the dozens selling other items such as solar lanterns, solar flashlights, 

micro-panel kits, or larger solar panels including large household systems or systems 

integrated with TV/video/DVD systems. Many of these other firms went bankrupt during the 

transition (Sovacool 2013).  
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Integrating these three perspectives, it becomes apparent that the specific constraints 

set on technology choice contributed to the community rejection of solar systems that were 

not seen to be worth investing in, or used, by households or schools, given they had little say 

over design specifications.  Such restrictions on design, and the unattractiveness of use, had 

knock-on effects that included unjustly harming local businesses and deepening community 

divisions. In this way, social justice concerns emerged alongside concerns of practice and 

design.  

 

5.4 Estonian oil shale (1930s to present) 

 

The Estonian oil-shale transition is the only one in our sample that involves fossil 

fuels and energy extraction. It occurs in the former Soviet republic of Estonia, a country 

where national energy supply is dominated by only one source: oil shale. In 2018, oil shale 

accounted for 72% of Estonia’s total domestic energy production, 73% of its total primary 

energy supply, and 76% of its electricity generation (International Energy Agency 2020). 

This massive production of oil shale enabled the country to rely on domestic sources (rather 

than imports from the former Soviet Union) for energy supply, and also for the country to 

become a world leader in one subsector of the global energy regime. However, our integrated 

framework reveals that the change has come with some costs.  

From the perspective of responsible research and innovation, Estonian oil shale 

developed as a pulverized fuel combustion technology in the 1930s, but it was plagued by 

inefficiencies and problems with air pollution and waste. Because Estonian planners 

prioritized a quick transition to a market economy after the country gained its independence 

in 1991, the government began to use oil-shale revenues to help reduce debt and to expand 

the economy. Thus, the system was designed to maximize production, but this priority came 

at the cost of putting little effort into recycling spent shale, a byproduct of the distillation 

product. Consequently, the system design resulted in waste being dumped throughout the 

hills and landscapes of Ida-Virumaa (Sillak and Kanger 2020). During the mid-2000s and 

under pressure from the European Union, the industry started to implement more efficient 

circulating fluidized bed technology, backed by a long period of economic growth and a 

fourfold increase in oil prices, which helped to offset the necessary retrofitting costs. 

However,, an expansion of national oil production meant that the nation needed more shale, 

and the resulting “oil shale rush” increased mining capacity greatly, especially in the 

northeastern Estonian region of Ida-Virumaa. The oil-shale transition was successful insofar 
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as Estonia has only 0.5–1.0% of the world’s oil shale reserves, but the country mines more 

than 48% of the world’s total oil-shale output (Gavrilova et al. 2010). 

Insights from social practices reveal a cultural and political affinity to oil shale and 

fossil fuels, and a corresponding antagonism towards renewable energy or low carbon 

alternatives. This view of practice operates with a different unit of analysis than our other 

cases because the focus here is less on household and community practices and more on 

institutional practices in government and policy. Sillak and Kanger (2020) stress that because 

the survival of the industry was perceived as crucial for energy security as well as for 

employment in the mainly Russian-speaking industrial regions, Estonians had an aversion to 

low-carbon substitutes. The abundance of oil shale in the Ida-Virumaa region has also led to 

regional technological specialization and thus attachment and dependence on oil shale, where 

the industry has become “culturally and societally embedded […] on regional and national 

scales” (Sillak and Kanger 2020). In other words, local communities support oil-shale as a 

“backbone” of the economy, and they view the industry as critical to preventing a “crisis” of 

unemployment. The cultural significance of oil shale is evident in numerous examples in 

Estonian politics, such as its description as a “gift from God” by a Minister of Economic 

Affairs, as well as a critical source of “energy security” and “possibilities for export”; 

conversely, the elimination of oil shale is framed as a “social catastrophe” (Sillak and Kanger 

2020). The Renewable Energy Council commented that the “favoring of oil shale use has 

become a norm in Estonia that the lawmakers are not willing to change even in a drastically 

changed economic situation” (Sillak and Kanger 2020).  

 The energy justice perspective again draws attention to the attempt to link energy 

development to an improvement of the country’s international stature, with a focus on 

financing and debt in parallel with the Greek case. Within the country, shale-gas development 

left a legacy of pollution and carbon emissions from the design choices described above. 

Moreover, for many years, the oil-shale industry was absolved of having to pay any carbon 

emissions charges due to the industry’s political importance. Even notwithstanding recent 

improvements in operation and technology innovation, the carbon and sulfur emissions rates 

of the sector increased over the past decade (Sillak and Kanger 2020). Contrary to European 

plans for decarbonization, oil shale has placed the country on a fairly path-dependent 

trajectory towards future emissions (Elderman et al. 2017). Moreover, it has resulted in major 

carbon emissions that contribute to global climate change. For example, due mostly to oil 

shale, Estonia is the second largest emitter of carbon-dioxide per capita in the European 

Union and by far the most carbon-intensive economy among the OECD countries (Randma 
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2018). Oil shale lastly remains a source of potent land and water pollution, with research 

connecting oil shale ash and semi-coke with major emissions of landfill gases, water 

pollution, and leachates into streams, local ditches, and soils (Vallner et al. 2015).  Attempts 

at challenging the shale regime by social movements or alternative political parties have so 

far been unsuccessful (Sikk and Holmgaard 2009). The transition has also strengthened the 

Russian minority at the expense of marginalizing other voices of protest or those seeking 

greener futures for the country (Holmgren et al. 2019).  

The integration of these perspectives offers a holistic assessment of the Estonian 

transition by showing how design priorities related to speed (accelerating production as much 

as possible) and volume (producing as much as possible) of oil shale coalesced with cultural 

norms and identities that came to associate fossil fuels with higher standards of living and 

higher paying jobs. In the process, low-carbon technologies and low-carbon work became 

marginalized.  The result was an increasing intensity of extraction that localized pollution 

flows near extraction sites and host communities. Moreover, the energy transition artificially 

narrowed the policy options for Estonian energy planning.  

6. Conclusion and implications  

 

A perspective from each of the three epistemic communities on energy transitions has 

aspects that are useful in explaining or capturing some phenomena within their theoretical 

lens. However, each perspective can miss other aspects of the transition, and thus the three 

perspectives can complement each other. From responsible research and innovation, we 

showed the importance of examining the design of the sociotechnical systems associated with 

the energy transitions, and we could in turn reveal some of the effects of design decisions. 

The social practices perspective can be used to examine the effects of the sociotechnical 

design on consumer practices and a range of other practices, including those of host 

communities and even the practices of national political institutions. The energy justice 

perspective draws attention to some of the benefits of the system (e.g., the benefits to 

countries from having new energy resources) from the perspective of equity or vulnerability 

across countries. It also examines effects on distributional and procedural justice such as 

consumer prices, lack of public participation in decision-making, and the effects of pollution 

on rural communities.  

When applied to our four cases, the emphasis on responsible innovation reveals 

implications concerning ownership, siting, and broader societal consequences arising from 
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design choices. The emphasis on social practice reveals the effects of models that restrict 

prosumer practices and tend to create passive consumers, and the effects on rural industrial 

and lifestyles. The emphasis on energy justice reveals patterns of inequality and exclusion, 

even at times impacts on future generations, such as those arising from nuclear waste.  Only 

taken together do we get an integrated perspective that captures all of those elements.  As 

such, more dialogue is needed between the communities if we are to better understand the 

transition process, let alone manage it. The concept of epistemic communities also conveys 

the idea that self-constructed theoretical compartmentalization tends to be detrimental to a 

thorough understanding of energy-related social phenomena. 

Second, our four illustrative applications of the framework do illuminate some very 

troubling implications across four very different energy transitions, which Table 4 

summarizes. The French nuclear power transition has fused together secretive modes of 

innovation, passive and almost exploitative role of consumer practices and community 

exclusion, and antidemocratic modes of policymaking, with dire consequences for future 

generations. The Greek wind energy transition has facilitated land-grabbing for corporate 

wind farms, eroded local farming practices, and destroyed forests and marine life. The Papua 

New Guinean solar transition has restricted technology choice, challenged communal tribal 

systems, and bankrupted local firms. The actors of the Estonian oil shale transition, obsessed 

with economic productivity, caused an embedding of carbon-intensive activities into local 

culture, and polluted water, air, and the climate.  

 

Table 4: Summarizing the innovation, practice, and justice themes of four illustrative 

case studies  

 
Case study France Greece Papua New 

Guinea 

Estonia  

Energy transition Nuclear power Wind energy Solar energy 

(solar home 

systems) 

Fossil fuels 

(shale oil) 

Responsible 

research and 

innovation 

themes 

Closed and 

secretive design 

and planning 

process, closely 

connected to 

nuclear weapons 

Emphasis on 

profit 

maximization, 

land-grabbing 

and commercial 

profit, rather than 

community 

development or 

local democracy  

Restrictions on 

technology 

choice, lack of 

high-quality 

technology and 

accessories  

Design choices 

predicated on 

maximizing 

output and 

growth rather 

than efficiency or 

sustainability  

Social practice 

themes 

Embedded of 

nuclear power in 

French culture and 

Erosion of 

farming, herding, 

and agricultural 

Undermining of 

tribal and 

patronage 

Cultural and 

regional 

attachment to oil 
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national strategy, 

locking of 

consumers into 

inefficient 

consumption   

practices, 

intrusion of 

sacred 

landscapes, 

alteration of 

property rights 

systems via a 

market-based 

approach, 

inability to meet 

needs of adopters 

shale as a source 

of employment, 

security, and 

stability 

Energy justice 

themes  

Social 

peripheralization, 

lack of 

consultation, 

coercive 

techniques of state 

control 

Suppression of 

dissent, 

exclusionary 

planning, land 

degradation and 

marine pollution  

Creation of 

community 

tension and 

dissent, 

worsening of 

poverty, 

bankruptcy of 

local firms 

Carbon 

emissions as well 

as potent land 

degradation and 

water 

contamination  

Source: Authors 

 

 Third, our study only addresses the so-called negative aspects of the energy-transition 

conceptualization in the application of the four case studies. Future work ought to explore 

corrective/restorative justice concepts, which is an often overlooked and undervalued 

component of energy justice but is very important to the lifecycle of energy transitions, 

particularly the opportunity that a cleaner transition will have for communities have who 

borne the burden of a carbon intensive energy system without achieving much of the benefit 

(McCauley and Heffron 2018).  

Fourth, the way that we have designed the integrative framework—and applied it 

across our four cases—is not the only way it could be done.  Given that we are combining 

three broad and heterogeneous epistemic communities, the resulting integrated framework is 

broad but not always deep. More extensive analysis could examine whether different aspects 

of the framework are more pertinent based on the type of technology (centralized or 

decentralized), its risks (extremely hazardous or relatively safe), or even its phase of 

development (radical, emerging, established, in decline). It could very well be that these 

attributes make some aspects of RRI, practice, or justice more, or less, salient.  We leave it to 

future researchers to determine for themselves how they choose demarcations within and 

across the framework and how they apply them to case studies. We also wholeheartedly 

encourage open experimentation and creative applications of our integrative framework.  

Fifth and lastly, despite this challenge with integration, there is merit in an approach 

that triangulates and juxtaposes multiple theories or epistemic communities. Synthesis and 

integration challenge the mistaken assumption that we can analyze energy transitions, and 

their consequences, from only one perspective, and with only one lens or set of heuristics. 

Indeed, each epistemic community is part of a larger body of evidence and community of 

actors fervently examining the fruitful topic of national energy transitions. Admittedly, there 
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is a tension in the conceptualization of our three perspectives as distinct phases or epistemic 

communities, and as interacting perspectives. Although each of our three perspectives have 

commonalities in looking at the effects of energy transitions, each can also be viewed as 

operating at different levels: social practice covers micro-practices and culture; RRI meso-

system design; energy justice macro-societal and global impacts.  Thus, an integrative 

analysis can help foster connections between the three communities, by opening up sub-

disciplinary black boxes and demonstrating the epistemic usefulness of cross-theoretical 

approaches. Nevertheless, the dominance of any single framework or characterization in 

transition studies may be artificially blinding us to the complexity of the transition dynamics, 

and challenges, actually facing communities and policy regimes around the world.  
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